I. INTRODUCTION

M
ODERN FILTER design specifications require higher frequencies of operation, smaller fractional bandwidths, smaller development times and lower manufacturing cost. Most of the microwave and millimeter-wave bandpass filters that are currently manufactured are of the Chebyshev family, which has a transfer function that produces the best out-of-band rejection for a given maximum permitted level of passband equiripple insertion loss. With a Chebyshev transfer function, however, its implementation requires a specific manufacturing tolerance and specific unloaded-values for the individual resonators, and these cannot be changed or modified. Moreover, it is also known that the most critical factor for obtaining a first-pass tuningless implementation is the relative frequency separation of the return-loss (RL) zeros. These zeros are distributed, within the passband of the filter, in a way that gives the equiripple response. The smaller the frequency separation of the RL zeros, the higher the sensitivity to any physical parameter variation. Narrow-band high-order conventional Chebyshev filters (e.g., sixth order and higher) will have their RL zeros distributed over an extremely small frequency range and, therefore, a very accurate manufacturing process needs to be employed.
Normal filter designs usually start with the selection of a suitable transfer function that will satisfy a given set of target specifications. This ideal transfer function will then be translated into an ideal electrical network representation of the filter. However, the ideal network elements are implemented by real components that exhibit loss. The addition of component losses in the network results in a distortion of the ideal frequency response. In the complex frequency plane, the transmission zeros (or poles of attenuation) shift from the imaginary axis into the left-hand side of the complex frequency plane and, thus, can only provide finite attenuation. Moreover, the transition from passband to stopband becomes rounded and the minimum value of the transfer function, which corresponds to zero attenuation in the passband, is not obtainable; some insertion loss will always be present. It is known that, in order to compensate for the influence of losses, especially in the passband, all transfer function poles have to be moved toward the right of their original positions. This process is known as predistortion. However, this action cannot be taken arbitrarily since it will violate the realization conditions. In other words, the poles can be moved by a maximum amount, with a value determined by the real part of the pole closest to the imaginary axis. For all polynomial filters, this maximum amount is fixed. Therefore, there is a minimum resonator unloaded-required, in order to achieve the target response, which cannot be modified. As a result, the choice of manufacturing technology is limited to those that can deliver the appropriate unloaded-. Today there is an ever increasing demand for hardware miniaturization, requiring new technologies. For example, micromachined filters can provide high-components, but, in some cases, this may still not be high enough for conventional Chebyshev transfer-function requirements [1] , [2] . In this paper, a solution to these problems is proposed in the form of a new family of filter transfer functions called chainedfunction filters. The chained-function concept can give a variety of transfer functions having the same order, but different frequency and implementation characteristics. The practical advantages of this filter family have already been demonstrated in both rectangular waveguide [3] and microstrip [4] technologies. However, for the first time, a rigorous theoretical exposition of the chained-function properties is given, as well as a detailed comparison with the conventional Chebyshev approximation.
II. CHAINED FUNCTIONS
An approximation to the target function with the function using Taylor's expansion requires its adjustable parameters to be chosen so that as many derivatives as possible are matched at a particular frequency point. For example, an th-order maximally flat (i.e., Butterworth) low-pass filter has the first derivatives matched at zero frequency and, thus, the approximation is maximally flat at the origin. This means that the Butterworth approximation concentrates all of its attention at the origin. However, this is achieved at the expense 0018-9480/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE of the rest of the frequency band. Therefore, the approximation will have poor insertion loss characteristics around the cutoff frequency. If the function is said to be a Chebyshev approximation to , then the available parameters are adjusted so that the magnitude of the largest error is minimized in the frequency interval of interest. This effectively means that all frequencies in this interval are equally important. This results in very sharp insertion loss characteristics around the cutoff frequency. The Chebyshev approximation is optimum in the sense that, of all possible transmission functions, it has the lowest complexity for yielding a predetermined maximum deviation in the passband and the steepest cutoff outside the passband. No other polynomial possesses these optimum properties [5] . For this reason, even though the Chebyshev approximation does not have the mathematical simplicity of the Butterworth approximation, it is still the most common amplitude approximation used by filter designers.
It is known that transfer functions generated using Butterworth polynomials have reduced sensitivity, require lower resonator unloaded-, and result into lower loss filters when compared with the conventional Chebyshev family having the same filter order [5] , [9] . However, the out-of-band rejection is much worse than with the conventional Chebyshev. As a result, in order to match the rejection level of the two filter amplitude approximations, the Butterworth filter order needs to be dramatically increased. Chained functions, on the other hand, can be considered to be a compromise found between the Butterworth and Chebyshev approximations. Chained functions can bridge between the lower sensitivity, low resonator unloaded-, and lower loss filter properties of the Butterworth approximation and the high out-of-band rejection properties of the conventional Chebyshev filter.
With chained-function filters, one may define a new polynomial generating function that is given by the product of low-order functions, called seed functions, each one having a predefined multiplicity . There are many different possible combinations of seed-function orders, each having a different multiplicity, which could give the same value of total filter order . The number of possible seed-function combinations can be expressed as [4] , [6] (
where is the partition function, which gives the number of unrestricted decompositions of the integer number as a sum of smaller integers, without regard to the order. The maximum number of possible seed-function combinations, for various filter orders, is summarized in Table I. For example, there are 11 different ways of expressing a sixthorder chained-function filter since as
Thus, a sixth-order chained-function filter can be formed by a third-order seed function having a multiplicity of two (i.e., a squared third-order seed function) or by chaining a fourth-order chained function, having a multiplicity of one, with a first-order seed function having a multiplicity of two, etc. 
III. POLYNOMIAL GENERATION
To briefly recall the basic formulation of chained functions, consider the representation to the approximation of rational transfer functions having the form [5] ( 2) where is a positive constant, not greater than unity, that controls the passband ripple height (or RL level) and is a polynomial function of degree . For chained-function filters, one can define a new class of polynomial functions having , where can be formed by the product of seed functions as [6] (
where is the order of the th seed function, and this has a multiplicity . It can be shown that is given by the sum of the degrees of the constituent functions as [6] (4)
For the seed function, lower order generalized Chebyshev functions can be used. Seed functions can be defined as [3] where (5) where is the position of the th transmission zero. It should be noted that when all transmission zeros in every seed function approach infinity, the characteristic function in (5) degenerates to the conventional Chebyshev filter function. In this way, the ability to realize the chained function is ensured since each seed function in the product is realizable [1] , [4] , [5] .
The th seed function, having a multiplicity , can be formulated as even odd (6) where the coefficients for the th seed function can be calculated as (7) (8) where is the iterator and and also even odd (9) Finally, to form the desired chained-function polynomial, one needs to chain the seed functions. This can be achieved, in an iterative manner, by considering a pair of seed functions at a time as follows:
An auxiliary polynomial can then be formed as (12) where the coefficients can be evaluated as where (13) This auxiliary polynomial function will be used in place of (10) and will be chained with the next seed function (if any) in place of (11), and so on. The final chainedfunction polynomial can be formed when all seed functions have been evaluated. Table II(a)-(c) shows the resulting chained-function polynomials for and , respectively, formed by conventional Chebyshev seed functions. The first row in each table corresponds to the Butterworth approximation, while the last corresponds to the same order conventional Chebyshev polynomial.
For conventional Chebyshev filters, the pole positions can be found using analytical expressions available in the literature (see, e.g., [8] ). Unfortunately, there are no closed-form expressions for the pole positions of chained-function filters. These
need to be determined with numerical methods. By using the formulas presented here, the final chained-function polynomial can now be simply expressed as
where are real coefficients. The pole positions can then be determined by finding the roots of (15) where has been replaced by (since complex frequency ). The signs of the pole positions, calculated using (15), need to be modified according to the alternating-singularity principle described in [7] . With the aid of known polezero data, the transmission function is fully determined. The steady-state filter properties (e.g., attenuation, insertion phase, and group delay) and the dynamic properties (e.g., step and impulse responses) can now be easily determined.
IV. CHAINED-FUNCTION PROPERTIES
There are several characteristics that define a filter's performance. Among the most important are the insertion loss and group-delay responses. In addition to these steady-state frequency-domain responses, there are several important transient responses. The latter characterizes the dynamic properties of the filter in the time domain. These responses can be calculated in a normalized low-pass prototype and, by using the appropriate transformations, they can be translated to the desired high-pass, bandpass, or bandstop designs. An exposition of the normalized low-pass chained-function filter properties will now be given.
A. Chained-Function Passband Ripple
Chained functions will have superior rejection properties, compared with the Butterworth approximation, but slightly less when compared with the conventional Chebyshev. This is due to the fact that the chaining process will distort the optimum properties of the Chebyshev function. This will have an effect on both the equiripple passband response and the rejection slope of the resulting chained-function filters. In particular, some of the seed-function combinations will give a quasi-equiripple passband response, while others will not. For example, powered seed functions (e.g., a cubed second order or a squared third order) will give a quasi-equiripple response. However, a second-order chained with a fourth order will not. Fig. 1 shows the passband ripple for a sixth-order filter (ripple level 0.014 dB, 25-dB RL level) with a conventional Chebyshev and chained-function approximations.
B. Chained-Function RL Zero Distribution
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , all functions will provide exactly the same passband ripple bandwidth, but the ripple levels will be different. It should be mentioned that the chained-function ripple level will always be less than or equal to that of the conventional Chebyshev, for all seed-function combinations. This, in turn, ensures that the worst case RL level of the chained-function filter will stay below the target level for all seed-function combinations. Since bandwidth is exactly the same, the RL level for the chained functions will be identical to that of the conventional Chebyshev function at the passband edges. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding RL responses for the sixth-order conventional Chebyshev filter (designed for a 25-dB RL level), compared to those of the chained function.
As mentioned in Section I, a critical factor for achieving a first-pass tunningless implementation, using the conventional Chebyshev approximation, is the relative frequency separation of the RL zeros. One can observe that the RL zeros are not equally spaced in the passband. Moreover, the smallest frequency separation distance will be those zeros closest to the cutoff frequency. The relative distance in frequency between the closest spaced zeros can be calculated from (16) It is evident, from (16), that by increasing the filter order, the minimum frequency separation of the RL zeros decreases. If the filter order is greater than sixth order, then (16) can be approximated to (17) However, as can be found from (16), the largest possible separation distance between the RL zeros is obtained from a secondorder function. Unfortunately, the out-of-band rejection of such a function is not enough for most practical applications. One of the key advantages of the chained function is that it allows the designer to use this function as a seed function and then to chain it with itself until the right out-of-band rejection has been achieved. This effectively places multiple RL zeros at the same frequencies. The resulting chained function has been proven, both in theory and practice, to be more robust [3] even in the case of a tuningless implementation, using a low-accuracy microstrip fabrication process [4] . As a result, the chained-function family can form the basis for real tuningless filters, while maintaining the required out-of-band rejection for a given minimum RL level.
C. Chained-Function Rejection Properties
As previously mentioned, the rejection slope of the chained functions is smaller than the corresponding conventional Chebyshev filters. Also, for an th-order filter, there is no seed-function combination that can provide better rejection than an th-order conventional Chebyshev approximation. This can be proven by contradiction [9] . One may assume that there is a seed-function combination that can provide better rejection, when compared with the conventional Chebyshev filter, and then show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. For example, consider two fourth-order polynomial functions, i.e., is the conventional Chebyshev filter and is a hypothetical chained function, as shown in Fig. 3 . From Fig. 3 , the two curves must intersect at least five times (irrespective of the shape of the chained function) at points . Therefore, the equation (18) must provide five solutions. However, this is not possible since the two polynomials are both fourth order. Equation (18) can only provide five solutions if at least one of the polynomial functions is a fifth order. This establishes the contradiction. Thus, in order to achieve the same (or better) out-of-band rejection than the conventional Chebyshev filter, the order of the chained function needs to be increased by one. As will be demonstrated, this is sufficient for most practical applications. Fig. 4 shows the insertion-loss responses for a sixth-order conventional Chebyshev approximation and chained-function approximations. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the out-of-band rejection of some chained-function combinations are comparable to that of the conventional Chebyshev approximation, but by any means, they cannot be better. This is reasonable since the chaining process will distort the optimization of the Chebyshev seed functions. It should be noted that since the rejection slope available with a chained function is less than that of a corresponding conventional Chebyshev approximation, a small increase in the filter's noise bandwidth will be present.
D. Chained-Function Group-Delay Characteristics
The filter's group delay can be calculated by differentiating its insertion phase response with respect to angular frequency. The group-delay performance of a filter may also reveal its loss characteristics. In general, it can be shown that the larger the ripple level of a conventional Chebyshev filter, the greater the group-delay distortion near the cutoff frequency. As a result, signals with frequencies near cutoff remain within the filter for a longer duration (than in the passband) and, thus, they can suffer more attenuation.
The group-delay performance of chained-function filters can be found between the Butterworth and conventional Chebyshev responses, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . As can be seen in Fig. 5 , when compared to the conventional Chebyshev approximation, chained functions may not provide very high cutoff slopes, however, both the zero-frequency group delay (or center frequency group delay for a bandpass filter) and passband edge deviation are smaller. It can be deduced that when losses are taken into account, the chained-function filter will result in a lower loss implementation. Since they have a lower group delay, compared to the conventional Chebyshev filter, the passband frequencies will remain within the filter for a shorter period of time, thus suffering less attenuation from the losses.
E. Chained-Function Time-Domain Characteristics
The choice between various types of filter approximation will depend on its application. The transient response requirements may also be an important consideration when choosing a filter type for cases where the signal's spectrum and the filter's passband have similar bandwidth. The impulse and step responses for a sixth-order conventional Chebyshev and various sixth-order chained-function filters can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
Once again, the chained-function responses, as seen in Figs. 6 and 7, are found between the Butterworth and conventional Chebyshev approximations. The impulse responses are lower in amplitude and wider when compared with the Butterworth. With the step responses, there are small variations in the rise time and in the ringing of the filters.
F. Chained-Function Element Values
Since chained-function filters are formed from the product of low-order seed functions, even-order filters can now be designed to be symmetrical (i.e., some filter elements can have the same value). This degree of flexibility is not available with the conventional Chebyshev approximation, where even-order filters result in asymmetric designs (i.e., none of the filter elements have the same value), while only odd-order approximations can result in symmetric designs. Conventional Chebyshev Step responses for a sixth-order conventional Chebyshev and various sixth-order chained functions.
filters with even orders have unequal termination impedances since the ratio of the terminating loads must be such that they provide the required ripple level at zero frequency (or the center frequency for a bandpass filter). In contrast, even-order chained-function filters having identical terminations can be designed according to the chosen seed-function combination. Even-order chained-function filters may be decomposed into odd-order seed functions and, therefore, the product will result in a symmetrical design having equal terminations (since odd orders require a perfect match at zero frequency). However, odd-order chained functions can only result in symmetrical designs because an odd number cannot be decomposed into even-order numbers.
An important filter parameter is the maximum-to-minimum element value ratio . It is desirable to keep this ratio as small as possible with microwave filters due to the limited range of characteristic impedances that some implementation technologies have. For example, with microstrip filters, the maximum and minimum realizable impedance is determined by the available minimum and maximum linewidths, respectively. Also, the coplanar waveguide cannot accommodate a large . Different seed-function combinations offer different ratios; some are smaller, while others may be larger than those required for the conventional Chebyshev filter.
G. Chained-Function Loss Considerations
In order to develop a filter, it is necessary to consider the required attenuation specifications, paying particular attention to the filter's fractional ripple bandwidth and its relationship to the resonator's minimum unloaded-( ) necessary to realize the design [5] . For a given set of specifications, the value of a resonator's must exceed a certain minimum, for that filter to be realized. This can be calculated from the required normalized low-pass prototype filter and then related to the individual resonator's , and vice versa. In a normalized low-pass prototype filter, the minimum quality factor can be defined as [5] ( 19) where is the real part of the transfer-function pole closest to the imaginary axis. It is a general property that, for any kind of filter, as the pole frequency increases, also increases. Therefore, the pole closest to the imaginary axis will be the one located at the highest frequency. Fig. 8 shows the pole patterns for a sixth-order conventional Chebyshev and chained-function filters (designed for 25-dB RL).
can then be calculated as [5] where (20) where and are the center frequency and bandwidth of the required bandpass filter, respectively, while is the loaded . When one is dealing with finite resonator values, then the effects of losses on the insertion loss response of the filter are of particular interest. Qualitatively, passband ripples are smeared and the response near cutoff is rounded, thus, increasing the filter's bandwidth. Effectively, losses shift the filter's poles to the left, by an amount inversely proportional to the resonator's . In order to compensate for the influence of losses, especially in the passband, all filter poles have to be shifted toward the right of their original position by an equal amount (i.e., inversely proportional to the resonator's ). The upper permissible limit for this action is given by . However, compensation for losses results in an increase in the passband attenuation. This, in turn, degrades the filter's RL. For this reason, the application of loss compensation is limited [5] .
When the resonator's is equal to , the filter response may then be achieved, provided predistorted coefficients are used, but an extremely large value of insertion loss will result. If is slightly larger than , the filter will have a high value of insertion loss and the bandwidth will be narrower than the design value. When [5] (21) then the resulting bandwidth will be equal to the design value. Moreover, when is larger than , the loss in the filter does not primarily depend on the number of sections, but it is exclusively controlled by the ratio [10] . Once the values of and have been determined, the loss in the filter is almost completely defined, and this varies very little with the shape of the filter, the number of sections, the bandwidth, etc. [5] .
For conventional Chebyshev filters, the value of depends on the filter order and the required RL level (i.e., defined by the passband ripple factor). Table III shows the calculated for chained-function filters, having different orders and ripple factor. The first row in each table corresponds to the Butterworth approximation normalized to the same ripple bandwidth, while the last row corresponds to the conventional Chebyshev approximation.
For multiple-resonator bandpass filters, the following approximate formula gives the insertion loss, due to dissipation, at the center of the passband [11] : (22) where is the unloaded-for all resonators and are the element values in the normalized low-pass prototype. Another way of expressing (22) involves the filter's group delay [12] ( 23) where is the value of the normalized low-pass prototype group delay at zero frequency normalized to 1 s. In order for (23) to be valid, the filter must be well matched at zero frequency (or the center frequency for a bandpass filter) so that the mismatch loss will be very small. It is evident from (22) and (23) that with identical resonator and a fixed fractional bandwidth, the filter's loss will be increased if the sum of the filter elements is also increased or, consequently, if the zero-frequency group delay is increased.
The approximation associated with (22) and (23) may be avoided if exact network calculations are made for an equivalent circuit of the required filter network. The low-pass prototype network is considered to be the most convenient for this purpose [11] . The series resistances and shunt conductances of the low-pass prototype can be related to the resonator's as [11] (24)
The -parameters of the filter structure can then be formed. The end result can be related, by means of a frequency transformation, to the required bandpass filter design.
A summary of chained-function parameters can be seen in Table IV for all sixth-order chained functions having different RL levels, including the calculated filter noise bandwidth , the element maximum to minimum value ratio , the sum of the corresponding filter elements , and the termination ratio . The first row in each table corresponds to the Butterworth function, while the last corresponds to the conventional Chebyshev function of the same order and ripple bandwidth.
V. INCREASED-ORDER CHAINED-FUNCTION EXAMPLE
The previous results give a direct comparison between equal-order Chebyshev and chained-function filters. As mentioned in the chained-function characteristics, for the same filter order, there is no seed-function combination that can give better rejection than a Chebyshev filter. Equal rejection can only be achieved by increasing the chained-function filter order by one. By doing this, there are still some advantages to be gained. This will now be demonstrated by example.
Consider a bandpass filter having a center frequency of 800 MHz and a ripple bandwidth of 7 MHz. The target RL level is set at 25 dB and a 60-dB rejection is required at a stopband bandwidth of 29.4 MHz. To convert these specifications into a normalized low-pass prototype, the steepness factor needs to be calculated. This is the bandwidth ratio of the stopband over the passband and, in this case, is equal to 4.2. A fifth-order conventional Chebyshev filter, having a passband ripple of approximately 0.014 dB, will be sufficient. The same specifications can be achieved by a sixth-order chained function. The chosen function consists of a third-order chained with cubed first-order seed functions. The normalized low-pass insertion-loss responses for the two filters are shown in Fig. 9 . The group-delay responses for the two filters are shown in Fig. 10 . As can be seen in Fig. 10 , the zero-frequency groupdelay responses are identical for both filters and, thus, one can expect the chained-function filter to provide the same loss in spite of the fact that it is of a higher order. The passband groupdelay deviation of the chained function is much smaller than that of the conventional Chebyshev. Therefore, it is expected that the chained-function filter will result in less cutoff frequency rounding when losses are taken into account.
The exact calculated loss response for the two filters can be seen in Fig. 11 for different values of calculated using exact methods previously described.
Using (19), the required of the chained function is 20% less than that for the conventional Chebyshev filter. This effectively means that the chained-function filter will be more robust to resonator finite-effects than its conventional Chebyshev counterpart. This can also be seen in the calculated pole pattern, shown in Fig. 12 . 
VI. CONCLUSION
It is evident from Table II that the chained-function concept provides a variety of transfer functions to choose from. Several different responses, having the same order, passband ripple bandwidth, and worst case RL level may be designed with rejection properties given from the Butterworth to pseudoelliptic filter functions. For example, the decomposition of into firstorder seed functions (i.e., ) results in a polynomial having the form of , which is the Butterworth approximation. Similarly, allowing some (or all) of the first-order seed functions to each have a single transmission zero, a pseudoinverse Chebyshev response can be achieved. Partitioning into two or more lower order seed functions, pseudo-Chebyshev (or pseudoelliptic if transmission zeros have been used) characteristics can be achieved with transfer functions that maintain the predefined specifications, while having different implementation characteristics.
Chained-function filters are an attractive solution to low-cost, high-performance, microwave, and millimeter-wave bandpass filters. The ability to generate different seed-function combinations, having different implementation characteristics, can be used to extend the state-of-the-art in tuningless filters toward higher frequencies or smaller fractional bandwidths or, alternatively, to lower the accuracy and manufacturing cost requirements for a given set of filter specifications.
Indeed, chained-function filters can bridge between the lowsensitivity lowerresonator unloaded-and low-loss properties of the Butterworth approximation with the high out-of-band rejection properties of the conventional Chebyshev approximation.
